DEBBIE!
SMYTH!
A JOURNEY THROUGH

Introduction
Z Twist was the second strand of the two year programme Make, Create,
Cultivate and embodies what Somerset Art Works is about. ‘Place’ is very
important to us and indeed the impetus behind the organisation. We realise
that ‘Place’ means very little unless you pay attention to the history, industry,
landscape, people and communities within.
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Exploring the imaginative and innovative use of raw materials the project
brought together industry, heritage and education, allowing an exchange of
skills, ideas, and knowledge across the working practices of all the partners in
the South West. The partnerships that have been formed allowed access to
exceptional resources for the effective delivery of the work, in terms of materials
and expertise.
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The artists words provide an unique record of the processes and understanding
of their practice and a extraordinary insight into their creativity. Proving that as is
often the case that true innovation is accidental.
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Carol Carey, Creative Director - Somerset Art Works

Debbie Smyth
- Artist Statement
!
After viewing many historic textile collections early in
the Z Twist residency, Debbie’s attention was drawn to
traditional samplers and their verses. By removing these
verses from their traditional framework and presenting
them in a contemporary way, these historic words can
be perceived in a new light. A select few feature in her
horse hair embroideries for their witty nuances
regarding time, however one particular verse sums up
my residency experience as a whole,

“All you my friends who
now expect to see a piece of work performed
by me cast but a smile on this my mean
endeavour I'll strive to mend and be obedient
ever”
Profound words coming from a girl aged 10,
however they struck a chord with Debbie, who is
known for producing site specific installations
which transform the mundane materials of pins
and thread into a performance of floating lines.
However this Z Twist journey was a mean
endeavour that pushed her out of her comfort
zone, working with new materials and alien techniques in a very short time.
Nevertheless, there is a central theme to the work created; the practice of
mending and the beauty of it.

Staple mended ceramics is an art of inventive repair at its best. This
porcelain collection is inspired by the aesthetics of this traditional repair
technique, combining horsehair, metal and ceramic to achieve unusual
marks and beautiful imperfections. Still work in progress yet they can also be
referred to as samplers. Traditionally, young girls completed embroidery and
darning samplers to learn the basics of forming letters, needlework and
mending textiles. Debbie may not have created samplers in the traditional
sense yet she has created them for the same reason; to teach herself new
skills.

Overall, Debbie has achieved what she set out to achieve from this
residency; Time and space to play with new materials and develop unusual
approaches with the hope of reintroducing the outcomes into her
professional practice.

Industry Partner

First established in Castle Cary in 1837, John Boyd Textiles is proud to maintain the
tradition of horsehair weaving. Horsehair fabrics are woven with the finest and best
quality tail hair from live horses and cotton or silk warps using the original looms and
techniques from 1870.
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John Boyd Textiles is now one of the last companies in the world still weaving hair
cloth. Although the historical traditional fabrics are still woven today,
contemporary designers also appreciate the unique qualities of horsehair fabrics.
Many new designs have been added to the collection in recent years.
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I visited John Boyd’s mill twice throughout my residency and my tour of the mill
each time revealed new and exciting things…..The distinct smell of the dying
process; Several tails are loaded at a time into huge steaming dying vats which fills
the air with aroma like no other.
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Passing the hair through the hackle; a process I
found very captivating. It’s beautiful to watch the
course hair glide through the spiky prongs….
The warp winding room; a huge gridded wall of
cones spinning in sync to feed the warp turning on a massive barrel.
The loom rooms, where the tails are transformed into beautiful material. The
sound of the mechanical looms was intense but rhythmical, all chugging along
in unison like a little army. The horse hair is the weft, thus the width of the fabric
is determined by the length of the tail.

An inspiring place; John Boyd’s mill is a traditional textile setting where a
manufacturing formula is in place. Each and every process has been finetuned over the years; every worker has a role in the process and understands
their machinery/tools to fundamentally make a unique end product. This is a
unique craft and I am very exciting to be working with such an unusual
company.

Heritage
My visits to Somerset Heritage Centre, Blaise Castle House Museum, and
Montacute House fuelled the work I produced during this residency.

At Somerset Heritage Centre, my attention was not drawn to the beauty the
typical eye sees but instead I was intrigued by the flaws, imperfections and the
details which would usually go unnoticed; the rips, mends and repair work.

At Blaise Castle House Museum, the intricate attention to detail from young
seamstresses caught my eye. In particular, this young girls needle work notebook,
containing not only darning and cross stitch samples but beautiful hand-drawn
ink and pencil sketches of the methods too. A book created as a reference tool
yet an exquisite item of art in it’s own right.

At Montacute House, it was the traditional samplers that intrigued me.
Especially this sampler Letter from 1785; this poignant verse is a subtle reminder
that this was not intended as an art form, but a learning tool.
All these heritage visits influenced me to create a body of inspired by Samplers;
the verses and techniques & Mending; the beauty of it and functionality of it.

Samplers

Samplers

I applied for this residency as I saw it as a means to have the time, facilities
and head space to generate new ideas to take forward in my creative
practice and take a step back from the fast paced design world that I
usually work in.

I wanted to SAMPLE and play with new ways of working and explore
techniques unknown to me. Traditional Samplers, in general were used as a
teaching tool; young girls completed embroidery samplers to learn how to
form letters and darning samplers were completed to learn the basis in
needlework and mending textiles. With this in mind, I have created samplers
in order to teach myself new skills and learn from the materials. Perhaps not
samplers in the traditional sense but Samplers with contemporary twist.
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Horse Hair Embroideries

All of the samplers I referenced in my final Horsehair Embroidery work carry
nuances regarding time; a dated darning piece, a poignant letter sampler
about the speed of writing, and a verse from a traditional sampler Time is Short.

Each of the original samplers I referenced obviously took months of painstaking
work to make, often by very young girls. I wanted to shed light on this fact
through how I made my samplers. Creating mine digitally means they took
very little time at all, thus creating a juxtaposition of fast versus slow.

Horse Hair Embroideries

Mending
Mending features heavily in the work created during this residency. Early in the
project, curiosities arouse about the practice of mending, the necessity of it and
the beauty of it. It is something we do in an ongoing way, to prolong the life of
an object and it is often something not remarked on or recognised. However I
can’t but help notice the beauty of repair work.

Porcelain
One aspect of mending which intrigued me was the staple and rivet mending of
ceramic; a technique used before the invention of glue. I love how simple
crockery is transformed and tells a story of it’s past, just by the insertion of metal
staples.
Using this technique as inspiration, I decided to develop a body of porcelain
work which echoes the mark making of metal on ceramic. Instead of mending
the porcelain after firing it, I wanted to create stitches that were integral to the
pieces. Depending on the type of metal, gauge of the wire used and the
sewing technique used to insert the metal, various different effects and marks
emerged during the firing process. Some metals stayed solid, some burnt out
completely and some left smokiness like a charcoal smudge; the challenge was
to pinpoint how each reacted and refine the final look.
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These journeys of discovery through making, in a discipline I have very little
knowledge of, resulted in a desire to further hone my skills in this area. In the
future, I hope I can continue to develop this metal and porcelain project and let
it feed and merge into my own professional practice which centres on drawing
with thread, resulting in a hybrid outcome; which is exactly what I wanted to
achieve from this residency.

Darning

Darning is a form of drawn thread work which is used to mend a rip or tear in
fabric, by weaving back into the fabric.

My twist on this technique involved creating a typography shaped hole to start
with. By precisely and patiently cutting out the weft from the fabric, I can create
graphic imagery leaving just the warp in place. These warp threads can then be
darned to form darned lettering.

Concrete

My concrete experiments developed as a way to try and incorporate the
unique qualities of the horsehair in my experiments rather than burning it away in
the kiln as with my porcelain works

Ghent

We travelled to Ghent in February for a Textiles conference at TI03 about smart
textiles. However, I have to say, the highlight of my trip was not the future of
textiles but the past. We visited MIAT, (Museum over industrie, arbeid en textiel)
and their collection proved very interesting.
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The ribbon weaving Jacquard Looms in particular grabbed my attention. An
aesthetically pleasing yet functional trail of punch cards feed the loom, guiding
the warp which travels through the machine with grace and accuracy;
beautiful braids attach the wires to the warp that then burst through a
perforated grid to emerge as perfectly placed lines of thread. The threads
converge and criss-cross to create a mesmerising matrix when the warp splits
into sections. Each section of threads guided by shafts emerges as a woven
ribbon. It’s is utterly amazing and captivating to look at these looms in depth,
the threads are so compelling.

The Pink Cabbage Exhibition

Z – Twist was brought to you by
Somerset Art Works who have been
bringing together artists, designers,
textile producers, educators, curators
and archivists to raise the profile of
high quality textiles in Somerset and
the south west - past, present and
future.
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Three contemporary makers, Debbie
Smyth, Penny Wheeler and Lucy Lean
worked on a three-month residency
with the textile companies, John
Boyd Textiles Ltd, Fox Brothers Ltd and
WSP Textiles creating a new body of
work with support from local heritage
collections, Stroud International
Textiles, Somerset College.
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Each maker was placed within a
traditional textile setting and asked to
explore the specific craft materials,
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techniques and processes associated
with that context. Based upon this
research they created an exhibition
of experimental textile work for two
venues, the Pink Cabbage Gallery in
Stroud as part of Select 2014 and
Somerset College.
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Central to the residencies is a
commitment to learning and sharing.
As well as creating their own piece of
work in response to their residency,
each of the artists worked with
students from Somerset College and
other educational, community and
school groups.
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Z Twist was part of a two-year
programme delivered by Somerset
Art Works exploring the imaginative
and innovative use of raw materials.
sawztwist.wordpress.com
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